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KEVIN SPACEY,
THE SINGER

VIRUS FOUND IN MOSQUITOES
First Sonoma County West Nile cases B1

OLYMPIAN JOINS THE PACK

Actor will belt out the old standards
at Weill Hall performance TimeOut

Benefield: Local race a warmup C1

Pot advocates unveil plans for ballot initiative
Bay Area group hires team
of political strategists to
push legalization measure
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

The march to bring marijuana legalization before California
voters in 2016 ramped up Thursday with the announcement by
a group of longtime Bay Area
cannabis advocates that they
have hired heavy-hitting Dem-

ocratic political strategists and
plan to release a draft of the
proposed initiative in the coming weeks.
Santa Rosa-based attorney
Joe Rogoway is part of a team
with the Coalition for Cannabis
Policy Reform that is crafting an
initiative under a project dubbed
ReformCA, backed by California
NORML — the state branch of
the national marijuana reform
group — that would create a
framework for a “robust set of
regulations” to legalize cannabis
for use by adults while maintain-

ing regulations already in place
for medical use.
“We’re going to have strict
licensing criteria, and we’re going to be able to generate hundreds of millions of dollars for
the state based on the model we
want to put in place,” said Rogoway, a lead attorney for the coalition.
If filed, ReformCA’s proposal
could be the most ambitious and
well-funded of the various pot
legalization measures to make a
run at the 2016 ballot.
Seven proposed initiatives

that seek to legalize marijuana
already have been filed with the
state Attorney General’s Office.
The crowded playing field has
created mixed alliances. Santa
Rosa attorney Omar Figueroa,
who defends clients facing criminal charges involving marijuana, has given his support — in
the form of a signature — to
four of the initiatives. Another
initiative drafted by the California NAACP is signed by its
president, Alice Huffman, who
is also on the board of directors
with the Coalition for Cannabis

Local CHP survey finds most Sonoma County motorists
are staying off their cellphones, despite state study citing higher use

Driving, not talking

Policy Reform and reportedly is
also backing ReformCA.
ReformCA’s initiative, if filed,
brings the number to eight;
however, it is likely many will
be abandoned as cannabis supporters combine efforts.
David McCuan, political science professor at Sonoma State
University, said that during this
early phase of the initiative process, it is common to see many
competing initiatives, especially ones dealing with major
issues of the day. The cost of
TURN TO POT, PAGE A7

4 Marines
shot to
death in
Tennessee
Gunman also dead in attack
on 2 military sites being
investigated as terrorism
By RICHARD FAUSSET
and ALAN BLINDER
NEW YO R K T I M ES
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STOPPED FOR TALKING: Micah Love of Rio Nido listens as CHP Officer Kimberly Lemons gives him a ticket Wednesday after she spotted him talking on his
cellphone while driving on Hearn Avenue in Santa Rosa. Love said he normally leaves his phone in its dashboard cradle.

OPPOSING
TRENDS

By JULIE JOHNSON
TH E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

I

dling on a side street of west Santa Rosa in a
marked CHP vehicle, Officer Kimberly Lemons
narrowed her eyes and watched drivers on Hearn
Avenue near Southwest Community Park.
A woman drove past in a van, head down, arm
extended low, out of sight.
“See, she’s texting but you just can’t see it,” Lemons
said. “What else are you doing down there?”
The timing wasn’t right for Lemons to pull her over,
and so she let her pass.
In just 10 minutes, 59 vehicles passed, heading both
east and west on the well-traveled road on the south
end of the Roseland district in unincorporated Santa
Rosa. The woman was the only driver who appeared
to be fiddling with a phone until the 59th vehicle came
along.
Lemons watched the driver of a white Dodge pickup
TURN TO DRIVING, PAGE A7

Less talking: In
2014, the SR-area
CHP office issued
863 citations for
using a cellphone
while driving,
compared with
3,615 in 2010.
More texting:
Officers cited
43 people for
texting while
driving in 2014,
compared with
10 in 2010.
ON THE LOOKOUT: Kimberly Lemons watches for drivers
using cellphones. While CHP figures show citations for talking on
cellphones are down, texting violations, though fewer, are rising.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — A
24-year-old Kuwaiti-born gunman opened fire on a military
recruiting station Thursday,
then raced to a second military
site where he killed four Marines, prompting a federal domestic terrorism investigation.
Three
other
people, including a Marine
Corps recruiter and a police
officer,
were
wounded, according to law
enforcement
officials.
The FBI iden- Muhammad
tified the gun- Youssef
man, who also Abdulazeez
died Thursday,
as Mohammod Youssuf Abdulazeez, who became a naturalized
U.S. citizen and went to high
school and college in Chattanooga. Although counterterrorism
officials had not been investigating Abdulazeez before Thursday’s shooting, federal officials
familiar with the inquiry said
his father had been investigated
years ago for giving money to an
organization with possible ties
to terrorists.
At a late-night news conference, FBI officials said that, thus
far, they did not have “anything
that directly ties” the suspect to
international terrorist organizations.
Attorney General Loretta
Lynch said the FBI was leading
“a national security investigation,” and the U.S. attorney for
the Eastern District of Tennessee, William Killian, said federal
officials were “treating this as
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INSIDE
CARLSTROM QUESTION:

Uber plays symbolic role in 2016 campaigns
Whether enthusiastic or skeptical,
candidates point to on-demand ride service
to illustrate their platforms on labor
By MICHAEL BARBARO and ASHLEY PARKER
N E W YOR K TI M E S

Jeb
Bush
GOP presidential
hopeful says
Uber fulfills the
American dream
of self-sufficiency.

Hillary Rodham
Clinton
Democrat praises
Uber’s innovation
but worries
about workplace
protections.

SAN FRANCISCO — On the presidential campaign trail, Jeb Bush proclaims that it fulfills the
American dream of self-sufficiency, while Hillary
Rodham Clinton suggests it raises “hard questions” about the financial security of a modern
job. Rand Paul extols it for revealing the obsolescence of government regulation, while Martin
O’Malley argues that it exposes the need for new

labor laws.
After upending the U.S. taxi industry and ushering in a new era in the on-demand economy, Uber,
the ride-hail service, is now roiling the campaign
for the White House — becoming an unexpected
proxy in the emerging debate between the left and
right over the future of work, the responsibilities
of employers, the virtues of technology and the
necessity of workplace regulation.
In a race already dominated by the stalled
fortunes of U.S. workers and growing income
inequality, Uber is standing in as an accessible
symbol of both Democrats’ and Republicans’ economic aspirations and anxieties, much in the way
Wal-Mart, the giant retailer, embodied them eight
TURN TO UBER, PAGE A5

SR councilwoman to ask
state watchdog panel if
new PG&E job poses any
conflicts with post / B1
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